
Study Name Purpose Phone Number

ALIVE STUDY
The ALIVE study is looking to conduct research 

among current and former injection drug 
users.

410-955-7510

Memory Study
The Memory study is being done to study 

memory and brain function.
443-447-5312

Quitting Smoking

This study is looking to recruit participants that 
are interested in quitting smoking. The 

treatment is customized to the individual's 
needs and includes free nicotine replacement 

combined with one-on-one counseling.

1-866-782-7866
1-866-STARTNOW

MPA 
The MPA Study is looking at the effects that 

the Depo-Provera birth control injection has on 
health.

410-614-2724

MAP 
The MAP study is looking to understand the 

impact of social dating aps on young black men
443-287-4993

PUSH Study The PUSH Study is a paid sexual health study. 443-253-5512

HPTN083 Study (PrEP) 
The PrEP study is looking to compare the 

effectiveness of injections and oral tablets to 
prevent HIV.

443-310-6763

Accelerate Study
The Accelerate study is trying to understand 

what it has been like for AA men to access and 
use health services.

443-457-0685

Hepatits C Studies

The Proteus Study 
The Proteus study is recruiting volunteers to 

track adherence of Hep C medication.
443-287-9606

CARE TO CURE 
The Care to Cure study is recruiting volunteers 

to compare two different ways to improve 
hepatits C. 

443-961-7015

CHAMPS-BONE Study
The CHAMPS-BONE study is recruiting 

volunteers to study the impact of Hepatits C 
and HIV co-infection on the bones. 

410-502-4077

Mono-Bone Study
The Mono-BONE study is recruiting volunteers 

to study the impact of Hepatits C 
monoinfection on the bones. 

410-955-2898

ACTG Liver Study
The ACTG Liver study is treating Hepatitis C 
with one of two FDA-approved drugs and 
comparing patient-reported outcomes.

410-955-2898

Healthy Volunteers



HERO Study

The HERO study is recruiting volunteers to 
compare different ways of keeping patients 
engaged in HCV care and continue to take 

medications as directed.

443-219-6734

Mr. Bean 2
The Mr. Bean study is examining changes in the 

kidney and heart in patients with Hepatitis C. 
410-614-2026
443-287-6404

ACTG HCV treatment
The Resistance study is trying to better 

understand how hepatitis C treatment affects a 
person's health. 

410-955-2898

Hand Study
The Hand study is investigating how certain HIV 

meds effects memory and concentration.
443-799-7257

Accelerate Study
The Accelerate study is trying to understand 

what it has been like for AA men to access and 
use health services.

443-457-0685

AMC Study

The study is looking to investigate new 
treatments and prevention interventions for 

malignancies in people living with HIV and 
study these tumors in context of clinical trials.

410-955-8839

Effects of Glucocorticoids on 
Cognition

To find out how short-term administration of a 
low dose stress hormone that influences 

memory and other mental abilities in women 
living with HIV/AIDS.

410-955-7311

ALIVE STUDY
The ALIVE study is looking to conduct research 

among current and former injection drug 
users.

410-955-7510

Memory Study
The Memory study is being done to study 

memory and brain function.
443-447-5312

CHECC-UP
The CHECC-UP study is looking to initiate 
education sections for women in order to 
understand the importance of pap tests. 

443-338-3727

Social Support Study
The Social Support Study is looking to 

understand who supports youth in their homes 
and communities.

443-591-4926

PARIS STUDY

The PARIS study is looking to study factors 
found in blood and urine which could identify 

people at risk for developing acute kidney 
injury.

410-502-3852
410-502-5946

NIH HIV Study
The NIH HIV study looks to understand how 
where you live affects drug use who those 

participants who are HIV positive.
1-866-782-7866

PUSH Study The PUSH Study is a paid sexual health study. 443-253-5512

HIV HIV Studies



mHEALTH

The mHealth study is looking for participants to 
learn more about the relation between HIV 
and sleep. Participants will need to undergo 
memory testing, maintain a sleep diary for 4 

weeks, and have daily activity monitored for 4 
weeks as an outpatient.

443-287-0422

Mindfulness STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate 

mindfulness and health education for patients. 
443-540-1409
410-550-6507

Smoking Cessation Study 
This study is using a positively smoke free 

website to help people quit smoking. 
410-935-7698

REPRIEVE
The REPRIEVE study is looking to see the 

effects of HIV while on a cholesterol lowering 
drug.

410-955-2898

SHIELD STUDY
The SHIELD study is looking at HIV and the risk 

of developing lung disease.
410-502-9675

HIV Outcomes Study
Observational study to help better understand 

how treatment in medical care affects the 
course of HIV infection

410-614-1281

PROS Study

Help understand factors that can affect how 
HIV progresses over time through completion 

of questionnaire every 6 months and interview 
conducted during medical visit

410-614-1281

CFAR Specimen Repository
Study blood samples collected from HIV 

participants
410-614-1281

Neurocognitive Determinants of 
risky Behavior

This study tests memory, brain function and 
and behaviors.

410-502-4664

RIFAMPIN
The RIFAMPIN study is seeking individuals to 

participate in an imaging project being done to 
look at TB. 

410-614-3051

TB Research Study 
This study is seeking individuals to participate 
in an imaging project being done to look at TB. 

410-614-3051

Tuberculosis Study 
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